Convoy Live Fire Range Entry Control Point (CLF/ECP). FAC: 1777

CATCODE: 177710
OPR:
OCR:

1.1. **Description.** This complex is designed to train and test Soldiers, crews, platoons, and companies on the skills necessary to employ convoy-mounted weapon systems, and detect, identify, engage and defeat stationary and moving armor vehicle and infantry targets from a stationary or moving platform using all assigned weapons and weapon systems. The targets may be presented individually or as part of a tactical array in an open or urban environment. This complex is also designed to train and test Soldiers to engage and defeat vehicle and Infantry targets from multiple firing points as part of an Entry Control Point (ECP). Report this category in acres (AC) within the course boundary and firing points (FP) where each station represents one FP regardless of the number of places to fire at each station.

1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE. By default, all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted.